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hen Rachel's mother dies, she's left all alone in the
world. With nowhere else to go, a nearby convent
understandably takes her in. As grown woman,
Rachel discovers that there’s only one thing the people in the convent
really understand: how to use her body for their own sexual perversions.
From torment at the hands of the nuns, to the Bishop using her as his
personal sex slave, Rachel's only happiness is the time spent with
her best friend Beth, and in a chance meeting with her very own
"Prince Charming", Andrew.
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When an uncle Rachel never knew suddenly appears to take her
away, she’s happy to leave the convent behind. But, this may not
be the escape she’s always dreamed of. Her sadistic uncle already
has plans for his beautiful young niece: he's going to train her as
a Love Doll. Requiring constant rigorous sexual training in every
erotic technique, the Love Dolls cater to every lustful whim of the
Royal elite. Now even when she's asleep, her training never ends.
With such a future ahead will she ever see her Prince again?
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SPECIAL FEATURES:
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Animated Art Gallery, Original U.S. Love Doll Trailer,
Critical Mass Video Trailers, Scene Access, Dolby Digital 2.0
English & Japanese Audio with Regular English subtitles and
“soft” English subtitles for on-screen text.
VANILLA SERIES:

LOVE DOLL DVD 1: PRINCE CHARMING
ISBN 1-57032-143-4

Catalog Number: CMDVD6940
SRP: $24.95 z 60 Minutes
Preorder Date: 1/13/04
Street Date: 2/10/04
Genre: Erotic Drama

RETAILERS: for more information, call your distributor
or Critical Mass Video at 1.800.338.6827

Critical Mass Video • PO Box 71309 Des Moines, IA 50325
http://www.criticalmassvideo.com

also available from:

SLAVE SISTERS

HOLY VIRGINS

DARK

BONDAGE MANSION

Catalog #: CMDVD6987
SRP: $24.95 • 60 Min.

Catalog #: CMDVD6988
SRP: $24.95 • 60 Min.

Catalog #: CMDVD6985
SRP: $24.95 • 65 Min.

Catalog #: CMDVD6980
SRP: $24.95 • 60 Min.

